Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are currently considered as vital components for advances in mobile technologies such as those in communications and transport. Nonetheless, Li-ion batteries suffer from temperature rises which sometimes lead to operational damages or may even cause fire. An appropriate solution to control the temperature changes during the operation of Li-ion batteries is to embed batteries inside a paraffin matrix to absorb and dissipate heat. In the present work, we aimed to investigate the possibility of making paraffin nanocomposites for better heat management of a Li-ion battery pack. To fulfill this aim, heat generation during a battery charging/discharging cycles was simulated using Newman's well established electrochemical pseudo-2D model. We couple this model to a 3D heat transfer model to predict the temperature evolution during the battery operation. In the later model, we considered different paraffin nanocomposites structures made by the addition of graphene, carbon nanotubes, and fullerene by assuming the same thermal conductivity for all fillers. This way, our results mainly correlate with the geometry of the fillers. Our results assess the degree of enhancement in heat dissipation of Li-ion batteries through the use of paraffin nanocomposites. Our results may be used as a guide for experimental set-ups to improve the heat management of Li-ion batteries.
Introduction
In recent years, communication technologies have been rapidly progressed. Therefore, increasing the efficiency is inevitable in applications ranging from portable electronics to renewable energies and power plant is inevitable. In portable electronics, the battery plays a crucial role in their efficiency. On the other hand, there are some deficiencies in the application of the present batteries in which the thermal management of battery packs is one of the most important problems. In some cases, uncontrollable temperature inside the batteries may result in fire or even explosion. Recently, Goli and coworkers [1] proposed the utilization of paraffin phase change material (PCM) with graphene fillers to enhance the performance of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries versus intense self-heating. The above-mentioned methodology describes a heat storage-heat conduction approach that has affirmative effects on thermal management of any types of batteries including Li-ion batteries. Kumaresan et al. [2] assessed discharge efficiency prediction of Lithiumion cell at various operating temperatures ∘ C) by a thermal model. Numerical results were compared with experimental data obtained from lithium-ion pouch cells. In addition, Goyal and Balandin [3] investigated the thermal properties of some materials with the hybrid graphenemetal particle fillers. In this research activity, the thermal conductivity of composites was measured with the variation of temperature. The achieved results are applicable for the thermal management of electronics and optoelectronics. Zolot et al. [4] presented the hybrid vehicle test focusing on battery thermal management. The results of tests proved that the performance of battery packs significantly changes due to thermal condition. Yeow et al. [5] developed 3D finite element (FE) models with consideration of geometry variations in order to model the treatment of Lithium ion cells of vehicle electrification applications. The results show that the 3D electrothermal model satisfactorily describes the electrothermal behaviour of the Li-ion battery cells and the results are in acceptable agreement with battery temperature measurements. To simulate various cell types for an electric drive system, Benger et al. [6] developed a parameterized model for the electrochemical and thermal properties. The comparison between modelling results and the measurement indicates that the developed model can predict the current voltage behaviour and the temperature development of the various cells. Mohammadian et al. [7] made a comparison between internal and external cooling procedures for thermal management of LIBs. They performed 2D and 3D transient thermal analysis of a prismatic Li-ion battery cell. The results showed that, with the same pumping power, external cooling decreases the bulk temperature less than internal cooling and, moreover, internal cooling considerably decreases the standard deviation of the temperature inside the battery.
It is quite well-known that the phase change materials can store a large amount of heat according to their high capacity of latent heat storage. They can absorb high amount of heat while their temperature remains nearly constant. According to their applications, there are various types of PCMs that each of them is applicable for certain temperature ranges [8] . However, the properties of PCMs yet can be varied by changing their chemical composition or by adding additional components. In this regard, one solution is to fabricate nanocomposites structures through adding nanoscale fillers to PCMs. For the application in Li-ion batteries, the thermal conductivity is the main parameter to improve. Carbon based nanostructures such as graphene and carbon nanotubes offer the highest thermal conductivities available in the nature [9] . Therefore, they could be considered as the best candidates to enhance heat conduction for PCMs. Shahil and Balandin [10] showed that adding multilayer graphene to commercial grease can enhance drastically the thermal conductivity of the mixture even in low fillers volume percent. There exist numerous theoretical and experimental studies available in the direction of composite materials with superior thermal and mechanical properties [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, we investigate the temperature rise in a Lithium ion battery pack. In this regard, the simulations are used to provide a general viewpoint to guide experiments which are expensive and time consuming as well [18, 19] . We used pure and nanocomposites paraffin PCMs to dissipate the heat produced during the charge/discharge cycles of a battery pack containing 16 individual Li-ion batteries. Fullerene, graphene, and CNT were used as fillers with different volumes concentration to enhance the thermal conductivity of paraffin hybrid phase change material. The effects of various volume percent of fillers on thermal behaviour of batteries were investigated at different charging/discharging rates (C-rates). Our results show remarkable effect of using paraffin PCMs on the heat dissipation of a battery pack. Thermal conductivity coefficients of hybrid paraffin PCMs were obtained through finite element modelling of representative volume elements. Heat generation rates during the charging/discharging cycles were simulated using Newman's well established electrochemical pseudo-2D model [20] . It is shown that as the filler's volume fraction inside the paraffin increases, the amount of heat dissipation to the ambient environment increases, which is due to the increase in the thermal conductivity of PCMs.
Theory and Modeling
Numerical simulations of electrochemical response of Li-ion battery at different charging/discharging cycles were simulated within the framework of the pseudo-2D electrochemical model proposed by Newman and Thomas-Alyea [20] . In this model, the dynamic performance of a cell is characterized by the solution of four partial differential equations describing the time evolution of the lithium concentration profile in the electrode and electrolyte phases, under charge conservation. Then, based on the electrochemical response, heat generation was calculated which was used in the heat transfer model for the evaluation of temperature rises in a battery pack. Accordingly, we first present the electrochemical model which is considered as a 1D problem. Then, we discuss the heat sources and temperature evolution in the battery cell. We note that the heat sources are calculated based on the 1D electrochemical problem, which is then coupled with 3D heat transfer modelling. Figure 1 illustrates the 1D Li-ion cell model which consists of three main regions: the mesocarbon microbead (MCMB) negative composite electrode (graphite type structure), an electron-blocking separator, and LiCoO 2 positive composite electrode.
Lithium concentration in the electrolyte phase is obtained by using Fick's second law along the -coordinate with a source term coupled to the local reaction current density which yields the following equation:
where is the volume fraction of electrolyte, is the concentration of Li in electrolyte, eff is the effective diffusion coefficient of Li in the electrolyte, 0 + is the transference number of Li-ions with respect to the velocity of solvent, and is the Faraday constant.
Li is the reaction current density. The Li-ions cannot diffuse through the current collectors, as set by the boundary conditions in (2), which is valid at the two electrode/current collector interfaces
At the interfaces between the positive electrode/separator and separator/negative electrode, the concentration of the binary electrolyte ( ) and its flux ( / ) are continuous. For the modelling of diffusion of Li-ions inside the solid particles, Newman's model assumes the electrode can be described by a lattice of spherical particles of identical size representing the intercalation centre into which metallic lithium diffuses. The distribution of lithium in the solid phase ( ) is described by Fick's second law of diffusion in polar coordinates ( ), as shown in the following relation:
where is the diffusion coefficient in solid particles. The solution is constrained by a zero gradient boundary condition at the centre of the particle from symmetry arguments, Journal of Nanomaterials while at the surface of the particle the lithium flux must correspond to the reaction current density Li , as imposed by the following equation:
where is the particle radius of negative or positive electrodes. Potential in the electrolyte phase is a function of reaction current density
Li and the local concentration of Li ( ) by the following relation:
where eff is the effective ionic conductivity of electrolyte and eff is the effective diffusional conductivity of a specie. The solution of (5) is subject to a zero gradient boundary condition at the two current collector/electrode interfaces
Finally, the potential in the solid phase is introduced as a function of the conductivity of the electrode eff and the reaction current density Li , as described by the following relation:
The boundary conditions are then introduced as follows: at the electrode/separator interface, there is no flux of charge, and thus a zero gradient boundary condition is applied. Moreover, at the electrode/current collector interface, the charge flux corresponds to the current in the outside circuit
Last, but not the least, Li which is a parameter that simulate charge transfer rate in all previous four PDEs is determined by the Bulter-Volmer equation as follows:
where is the active surface area per electrode unit volume (m 2 /m −3 ), is the Faraday constant, is temperature, is the universal gas constant, and finally 0 is exchange current density which is introduced as follows:
where is the reaction rate coefficient, ,max is the maximum Li concentration in the solid phase particles, ,surf is the concentration of Li at the surface of solid phase particles, and is the Li-ion concentration in electrolyte. The overpotential in (9) is given by where is the equilibrium potential which is the function of intercalated Li and is on the basis of empirical functions. The parameters used in the presented equations are listed in Table 1 which are on the basis of the work by Kumaresan et al. [2] . In addition, the equilibrium potentials for solid electrodes and electrolyte ionic conductivity as a function of Li concentration were all adopted from [2] . To calculate the effective ionic conductivity ( eff ) and lithium diffusion coefficients ( eff ) in the electrolyte in the different parts of the cell, we used the Bruggeman approximation as follows:
where index refers to different cell regions (anode, separator, or cathode) and the exponent (brug) is the Bruggeman exponents (the values are listed in Table 1 ). The total generated heat is taken as the sum of reaction and joule (ohmic) heats. Typically, heat generation in lithium-ion batteries can be attributed to three main sources: heat from the reaction current and overpotentials ( ), ionic ohmic heat from the motion of lithium/lithium-ions through the solid ( ), and reversible heat ( rev ). In this study, these sources of heat are expressed as follows:
Equation (15) presents the reversible heat generation which can be either positive or negative. This is related to the entropy changes in solid electrode materials which are referred to as U/ T. As discussed in [2] , the reversible heat plays an important role in the LiCoO 2 electrode. In the present work, U/ T curves, as a function of Li concentration in solid particles, were adopted from [2] . We note that the coupled electrochemical heat transfer models have also been developed in numerous previous works [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The calculated heat generation rates based on Newman's model were then used to simulate the temperature rises in a battery pack containing 16 individual batteries. The heat transfer model is shown in Figure 2 . This model includes two materials: Li-ion batteries and paraffin based structures. The material parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 2 . The heat capacity of paraffin nanocomposites Figure 3 : Different structures of nanofillers used in this study. We studied the thermal conductivity of paraffin nanocomposites filled with fullerene, graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNT). Under each filler, the constructed finite element model in Abaqus is shown with 5% volume concentrations for filler. Under each finite element model, the temperature distribution obtained from the application of the heat flux is plotted. was also calculated using the rule of mixtures. The outer surfaces of 3D heat transfer model were exposed to air with convective heat transfer coefficient of 2.5 W/m 2 ⋅K.
The coupled electrochemical and heat transfer models were built in COMSOL/Multiphysics package using Li-ion battery and heat transfer modules. In this work, we also studied the effective thermal conductivity of paraffin nanocomposites. Here, we include three different fillers of graphene, carbon nanotubes, and fullerene to study the thermal conductivities using the finite element approach. Computational limits of finite element method impose restrictions on the maximum number of elements used in a model. Thus, the simulations of composite materials are limited to the modeling of a representative volume element (RVE) of the system. In an attempt to construct the RVEs in a status closer to those in experimentally fabricated random composites, the 3D fillers were randomly distributed and oriented in the RVE. The atomic structures of three studied fillers along with the FE models constructed in ABAQUS software are illustrated in Figure 3 . The RVEs were modeled in such a way that they satisfy the periodicity criterion. This means that if a filler is cut by a boundary face of RVE, the remaining part of that particle should continue from the opposite face. The random RVEs were constructed in ABAQUS by developing Python scripts as input files. We developed advanced C++ codes for creating randomly distributed/oriented fillers with high volume concentrations and without intersection [28, 29] . In our FE modeling, we assumed perfect heat transfer condition (no interfacial resistance) between the fillers and the paraffin matrix. For the evaluation of thermal conductivity, we merged two thin auxiliary parts to the RVE as discussed in our previous work [29] . We then applied a constant heat flux along the sample and based on the established temperature profile the effective thermal conductivity was evaluated which is discussed in detail in [29] . We note that length to diameter ratio for CNT (with cylindrical geometry) and diameter to thickness ratio for graphene (defined with disc geometry) were both assumed to be 50. The thermal conductivity of all fillers was assumed to be 3000 W/m⋅K [30] . It is worth noting that this thermal conductivity may not be realistic for fullerene. Nevertheless, based on previous theoretical investigation [11] , for spherical particles the thermal conductivity of composite does not correlate strongly with the fillers to matrix, contrast in properties. Figure 4 depicts the finite element results for effective thermal conductivity of paraffin nanocomposites as a function of different filler's volume concentration. It is worthy to note that in our finite element modeling, for each RVE, we calculated the effective conductivities along three Cartesian directions. For each volume concentration, three or four RVEs were constructed with different filler distributions. To obtain converged effective thermal conductivity, the results for different RVEs as well as different directions were all averaged. Our results shown in Figure 4 reveal that the thermal conductivity of paraffin can be drastically improved by the addition of CNT. In addition, it is shown that the addition of fullerene leads to insignificant enhancement of effective thermal conductivity. In composite materials, the heat flux is transferred between matrix and filler through their contacting surfaces. Therefore, the filler's surface to volume ratio plays an important role in the final reinforcement. This can justify the least reinforcement in thermal conductivity by the addition of spherical shaped fullerene. The calculated effective parameters were then used in our 3D heat transfer model to introduce the thermal conductivity of paraffin structures.
Results and Discussions
Simulated maximum temperature rises for the battery pack for different charging/discharging C-rates are depicted in Figure 5 . As the first finding, we could observe remarkable decline in temperature rises by the use of PCM materials for all applying C-rates. However, in all studied cases, fabrication of paraffin nanocomposites does not show huge effect on the temperature damping in comparison with pure paraffin. It is worthy to note that in the electrochemical simulations in this study, we considered stop conditions of 4.8 V and 3.0 V for charging and discharging cycles, respectively. This way, by increasing the C-rate, the simulations were stopped in much earlier times because of reaching the stopping criteria. So, the temperature rises decrease by increasing the C-rate because the heat generation was achieved in a much shorter time. From the theoretical point of view, by increasing the battery current, the reaction and ohmic heats ( (13) and (14)) increase by the power of two while reversible heats increase linearly. On the other hand, the simulation results in Figure 5 also show that during discharging process the temperature rises are approximately twice the ones during the charging process. This is due to the fact that during the charging process reversible heat generated in the positive LiCoO 2 electrode is negative which results in the cooling of the battery. However, during the discharging process the reversible heating in the positive electrode is mainly positive leading to the heating of the batteries. It should be emphasized that based on the / curves reported in [2] , the reversible heating is mainly dominated by the positive LiCoO 2 electrode compared with MCMB negative electrode.
Simulation results for the maximum temperature rises for the battery pack with the use of paraffin nanocomposites with different concentrations of nanofillers during a 1C current for a single charging (a) and discharging (b) cycle are illustrated in Figure 6 . As expected, by increasing the nanofiller's concentration inside the paraffin, the maximum temperature rises in the battery decrease continuously. In the discharging cycles, the maximum temperature rise decreases by around 3 K through the addition of 5% volume ratio of CNT fillers inside the paraffin which is a remarkable enhancement. This temperature decrease might be crucial in applications in which the performance of the building blocks is sensitive to the temperature changes such as in nanoelectronics. Our modeling results suggest that fabrication of paraffin nanocomposites as a PCM for the heat management of batteries could be considered as a solution if the battery is supposed to work under fast and continuous discharging cycles. Nonetheless, our simulation results clearly confirm the importance of the use of paraffin based PCMs for the thermal management of Li-ion batteries for both charging and discharging cycles.
In Figure 7 , two samples of calculated voltage curves and simulated 3D temperature profiles of the battery pack surrounded by a paraffin matrix mixed with 5% carbon nanotubes at different times during a 1C charging and discharging cycles are plotted. Interestingly, for the charging cycle at the time of 10 seconds we noticed that the battery pack temperature is lower than that of ambient. This means that reversible cooling due to the entropy changes that occurred in the positive electrode was large enough to surpass ohmic and reaction heat generations. The simulated temperature profiles reveal that regardless of the initial times of charging cycle, for the rest of times, the maximum temperature rises take place inside the batteries somewhere close to the center of the battery pack. Therefore, one solution to improve the temperature management of the battery pack is to include higher concentration of the fillers within the paraffin materials in the sections that are closer to the center of the pack in order to enhance the heat conduction to the surroundings. Consequently, our modeling suggests that the heat management of a battery pack can be improved by an appropriate use of paraffin nanocomposites in the positions where the maximum temperature rises occur.
Conclusion
We developed an electrochemical model based on Newman's pseudo-2D model coupled with a 3D heat transfer model to investigate the heat management of a battery pack. The considered battery is made of LiCoO 2 positive composite electrode and mesocarbon microbead negative electrode. Based on the electrochemical theory, the heat generation during charging/discharging cycles was calculated which was used in the 3D heat transfer model for the evaluation of temperature rises in a battery pack under various loading conditions. Our modelling results revealed remarkable decrease in temperature rises by embedding the batteries inside a paraffin wax. This effect was found to be more considerable for discharging cycles. Then, we studied the effects of fabrication of paraffin nanocomposites on temperature rises of a battery pack. We included different carbon based nanofillers such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, and fullerene for the improvement of thermal conduction of paraffin. The thermal conductivity for all fillershas been considered to be the same so that our emphasis in the present study is related to the effect of fillers geometry. The effective thermal conductivity of paraffin nanocomposites was evaluated using advanced 3D finite element models. It is shown that the fabrication of paraffin nanocomposites can increase the enhancement of the heat management of batteries. In this case, a favorable case was found to be the paraffin wax that was enhanced by the carbon nanotubes. We note that we did not include the effect of temperature on the thermal properties of paraffin structures; however, a separate investigation can be yet conducted in this direction. It was shown that during the charging process, the reversible heat generated in the positive LiCoO 2 resulted in the cooling of the battery so that there is a remarkably lower temperature rises compared to discharging cycles. Our modeling results suggest that fabrication of paraffin nanocomposites for the heat management of batteries can be considered as a promising solution if the battery is to be work under fast and continuous discharging cycles. In summary, the proposed modeling methodology can be considered as an efficient method for the design of Li-ion batteries packs with enhanced heat management. In the future, we intend to extend our framework to a multiscale approach accounting also for the fine scale features [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] of the batteries which Journal of Nanomaterials 9 is of utmost importance for the design of new battery materials.
